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Reigate Beekeepers
BeeNews December 2013

Comments about and contributions for publication in will be welcomed by the editors.
For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.

Photo opportunity of the Month

Psychedelic Bee ?
This eerie shot of a bee may appear
to be a new species of psychedelic
bee, but it’s actually a stunning and
unusual photograph taken by a
member of Blackburn & East Lancs
BKA of a bee covered with early
morning dew. And it provides a
trailer to introduce our new
occasional series entitled ‘About
those Other Bees’, see page 12.
Also see page 14 for information
about a source for further stunning
bee photographs.

  We are seeking further striking, unusual,
topical, or just interesting bee related images
to feature each month, so if you have any……

Please send them to the editors today!

Date Event / Description Venue / Contact

Dec, Wed 4th Winter Meeting - Wax Chandlers (19:30 - 21:30)
Heather Hawker will give a talk about … Wax.

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Dec, Sat 7th Surrey BKA AGM + Doing Things Better (18:30-19:30)
The after-AGM talk to be given by Celia Davis

Claygate
Sandra Rickwood

Jan, Wed 8th Winter Meeting  - ‘5 Whoopsies’ (19:30 - 21:30)
Andrew Cornwall’s ‘Five Common Misconceptions about Evolution’

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Jan, Mon 13th Winter Beginners Course Commences (19:30 - 21:30)
(Runs for 10 weeks every Monday)

Woodhatch Centre
Gill Simpson

Jan, Sat 18th SBKA Training - General Husbandry Assessment
(10:00 - 15:45)   for practiced beekeepers

East Horsley
Sandra Rickwood

Feb, Wed 5th Winter Meeting - Speed Beekeeping (19:30 - 21:30)
The time poor beekeepers guide to beekeeping perhaps?

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Feb, Sat TBC Spring Lunch (12:00 for 12:30)
Check the Members website for updates.

Venue TBC
Andrew Buchanan

Mar, Wed 5th Winter Meeting - Bee Farmers (19:30 - 21:30)
a talk by Margaret Ginman.     Plus  ‘Back to the Apiary’

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

More dates ? The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates Click Here

Dates for your Diary

http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
edition of , so click on Members Website for lots more

information and, all the latest news and activity updates.

Celebrations
This December edition of  marks the commencement of our third year as editors. This
month also marks the 1st anniversary of the re-launched www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk as the
divisions’ (show case) Public website. And this time last year, in close collaboration with Jack
Chapman, we were just starting to formulate the look and feel of what was to become our all
new Members website by the following February, this year. So, with all that now behind us, as
your editors enter the Christmas season again we should be able to think more about our own
beekeeping, and less about copy, pages, links, posts, widgets, and tags. We do still fret about
visitors and views though!

If only to keep the preparation of  fresh for us, but hopefully also for your added interest;
we are introducing not one as previewed last month, but two new features this month.
Our Horticultural News section kicks off with an appeal for input from all our more green
fingered members. And we also commence a section About those Other Bees that will host
the occasional article about our honey bees’ cousins, leading off topically with the Ivy Bee.
An opportunity is presented to celebrate the life of Valerie Troke who sadly passed away, by
participating in a fund raising activity in her name. We also celebrate the success of members
in examinations during the year and in competition at our Honey Show …… including the
presentation of a brand new trophy to surely our youngest ever winner.

And elsewhere there is plenty to read, read about doing, read about reading, and even pit your
wits against, during the remaining long nights this year.

Do come prepared to the December Winter meeting to support Bees Abroad, and our mind
blowing images on both the front and last pages this month do prompt the thought … don’t
forget to treat your bees to some (Oxalic) acid twixt Christmas and New Year!

Richard & Graham

http://rbkbblog.com
http://www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk
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  Events News

Formal proceedings at the Annual General
Meeting on the 13th November were opened by
our President, Malcolm Broatch; exhorting
members to study, attend meetings and
participate in training courses.

Paul Cleaver followed with a simple brief
reference to his previously circulated
Chairman's Report. He referred to the great
number of members credited in his report, and
too many to start to mention by name again,
who had all contributed to a successful year of
activities and events. The culmination of which
had to have been the Honey Show; widely
considered to be the best ever. Paul was also
keen to correct his omission from the report of
the input from Alan Byham, our Chief
Regional Inspector, and the organisation by
Richard Woodhouse in providing the
immensely useful ‘Annual Bee Health’ tour
during May.

Paul concluded with reminding members about
the next Winter Meeting talks, including
Heather Hawker from The Wax Chandlers and
our own Andrew Cornwall presenting ‘Five
Common Misconceptions about Evolution’. And
finally, encouraged members to also attend
the forthcoming SBBK AGM, if only to hear
Celia Davis present what should be a very
interesting talk on ‘Doing Things Better’.

The Treasurers Report, presented by Andrew
Buchanan, acknowledged the assistance of
Mike Hill in the preparation of the set of
accounts and of our Honorary Auditor, Dick
Cotton, in their being approved. Copies of the
accounts were circulated to members present
and any member may request the Hon. Sec
for sight of both the Report and Accounts.

The cost of surfacing the access track and hard
standing within Henfold Copse had been
capitalised, hence it did not appear as an
expenditure. The short Summer had impacted
negatively upon income from Swarm Collection
and Shows, and proportionally fewer of the
Divisions items were sold off at our Auction
this year, reducing net income from that
activity. Despite these variables, overall the
divisions’ finances remain in good shape.

However, the realisation of the building of the
Education Space facility would require a total
of £100k that we do not have at present. But
Andrew suggested that if all members could
dig deep into their pockets, dependence upon
the raising of external funds could be greatly
lessened and the benefit of the facility could
well be enjoyed by all sooner.

Changes from this year in the way that
members BDI fees will be directly receipted by
email are being utilised to incorporate the
members’ total renewal fees in those receipts.
(More about that in a separate notice - see page 8)

Richard Woodhouse, in commenting about
his pre-circulated Swarm Report, thanked the
Swarm Team and drew attention to the rise in
incidence of, and associated problems created
by the Tree Bumble Bee and their liking for bird
boxes. Richard intended to offer more advice
about avoiding and dealing with them in the
coming months. But the bottom line was …
think about where bird boxes are sited in the
first place to either reduce the likelihood of
being ‘occupied’ or to not disturb them if they
were already ‘occupied’.

With the exception only of Di Wilson, who had
to step down upon moving to Scotland, all
existing Officers, Representatives and
Trustee’s were standing for re-election, re-
appointment and renomination respectively.
All were duly elected unopposed and
unanimously.

Chairman: Paul Cleaver.
Hon Secretary: Gill Simpson.
Hon Treasurer: Andrew Buchanan.
Hon Auditor: Dick Cotton.

Committee Members:
Mike Hill, Malcolm Fry,  Celia Perry,
Maggie Minter, Richard Stuart,
Bob Maurer, Jack Chapman.

Surrey BKA Representative: Celia Perry.
Surrey Show Committee Rep.: Bob Maurer.
Surrey BKA Trustee Nominee: Paul Cleaver.

Reigate Beekeepers Division AGM and Awards Presentations - Event Report
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Honey Show Trophies were awarded by our President, Malcolm Broatch:
Receiving their rewards (above) were; Andrew Boagey, picking up the  Bramshaw Cup, for
winning Class 10 - the Comb for Extraction, the Tanner Cup for Class 1&2 - Light/Medium
Honey, and The Skep for the Novices Class 5; Maggie Minter, picked up both the Redhill Cup
for Class 7 - Mead and the Locket Bowl for Class 15 - A Group of Products; Chris Peers gets
the J.M.B cup (eventually) for Class 6 - Cut Comb; Malcolm Fry earned the Reigate Cup for
Most Points in Show, and young Matthew Bigwood is the proud first time holder of the
Buchanan Cup, a new trophy donated by Andrew Buchanan, for Most Junior Points in Show.

Certificates were also presented by Malcolm to many of
the years successful exam candidates:

Receiving their Basic certificates were Michelle Cooper,
Russell Cox, Sue Hickson and Werner Stech.

Module successes were marked by Andrew Cornwall
receiving his Module 1 certificate, Alan Berridge
receiving his for Modules 1 & 3 and finally, Celia Perry
collecting certificates for Module 8 and Advanced Theory.

The apparent vacancy and absence of
nominations for the position of Vice Chairman
was raised from the floor of the meeting;
drawing the response that the need, or a
candidate, for the role had not arisen.

It was also noted that Mike Hill has, amongst
his many other roles, the honorary title of Vice
President.

The public Mead Tasting at the Honey Show
had been a great success and will hopefully be
repeated in 2014.

For the record, Maggie Minter was keen to
point out that her Mead won the popular vote
(as well as having earned her a 1st Place in the
Honey Show Class) with Celia’s rated second
and Malcolm’s third.

The discontinuation of Membership Cards was
raised which will create ‘proof of membership’
issues in relation to discounts from Paynes.
However, it was stated that the ‘10% off’ only
applies to orders placed via our Quartermaster.

The date of the next AGM will be Wednesday
12th November 2014
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  Topical News
Bee Clusters in Winter
Honey bees play it both ways during the winter
- they act both as ‘cold-blooded’ insects, and
as a ‘warm-blooded’ super organism. There are
a few reasons that this is advantageous.

First, an individual bee reaches ‘chill coma’ at
about 44°F(6.7°C), and will die if held at the
edge of freezing for a few days. So the cluster
must generate and conserve enough heat to
keep all members of the colony at least above
that temperature for the duration of the winter.

This process requires only a small amount of
honey consumption - less than a pound a week,
even under severely cold winter conditions.

The cluster must also maintain the ability to
warm up enough to move, to reach new areas
of the hive in order to access their food stores.

This is how the winter cluster forms:

● There is a fairly loose core of bees in the
centre that maintains a temperature of
about 80-95°F(26-35°C). In small clusters,
the core temperature may drop to 60-70°F
(15-20°C).

● Around the core, there is a tightly packed
layer of bees that maintain a temperature
of about 56°F(13°C). A critical temperature,
below which the cluster will die.

● At the very outside, or ‘mantle’ of the
cluster, individual bees do not allow their
body temperatures to drop below about
44°F, which is just above their ‘chill coma’
temperature. These bees may burrow
deeper into the cluster from time to time
and very rapidly raise their body
temperature, then return to the mantle after
several hours. And if a bee’s temperature
falls below 45°F(8°C) it is no longer able to
flex its muscles to generate heat.

● The actual cluster size is dependent upon
the ambient temperature - it can expand or
contract to an amazing extent.

The core of the cluster is an otherworldly
environment. The bees actually modify the
atmosphere in order to allow themselves to
enter into a ‘hypoxia-induced ultra-low
metabolic rate’, (Van Neuman 1997). They
restrict ventilation in the core, and allow the
oxygen content to drop from the normal 21%

down to only about 15%, and allow CO2 to rise
to 5-6% (up from 0.038% in normal air). This
atmosphere would be toxic to humans, but
allows the bees to go into a form of suspended
animation.

Water loss in the winter cluster is very
important. Insects lose water vapour with each
breath, just as mammals do, but they have no
source of drinkable water within the winter
hive. In cold winter areas, the extremely low
moisture content of the air means that when
the cluster creates heat, that the relative
humidity of the cluster atmosphere drops
extremely low. Insects in diapauses typically
hold their breath, (for up to a day at a time),
in order to prevent water loss. And it likely that
bees in the cluster do the same.

When animals and
bees metabolise
carbohydrates, such
as sugar, they create
‘metabolic water’ as
a byproduct. If the
bees can conserve
this metabolic water
enough to be in
excess of that lost to
respiration and any
body waste, then
they can actually
realize a net gain of
water.

So how much water do bees get out of honey?

A pound of honey at 83% sugars, contains 0.17
lb of water, and creates 0.48 lb of metabolic
water, for a total of 0.65 lb of water freed from
each pound of honey consumed. That means
that a colony typically consuming 0.8 lb of
honey a week, (Holte 1970), would produce
about a half a pound (1 cup) of water per week.

It may be a challenge for a large colony to live
on this amount of water - so good reason to
provide an available source of water; together
with hive insulation, and good hive ventilation
for your winter bees.

adapted from and courtesy of Susquehanna BKA

Photograph source www.scientific.com
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A Christmas Bee Quiz
1. What are the main topics in the Reigate Beekeepers members

only website Knowledge Base ? (click this link for a clue)
2. In the Reigate Beekeepers area, what is the earliest and latest

forage likely to be available to the honey bee ?
3. How many ungues does a honey bee have ?
4. What is the maximum water content permitted in honey ?
5. How many wings does a honey bee have ?
6. What is the name of our initiative at Henfold Copse Apiary to

construct a new training building ? (see this edition of )
7. What colour is heather honey ?
8. What is the tergite on a honey bee ?
9. When was Reigate Beekeepers first founded ? (click this link for a

clue, and read about our history in the membership section)
10.When was the BBKA founded ?
11.What is the low temperature at which a honey bee will have

difficulty flexing its muscles ? (see this edition of )
12.What is the flowering period of the bee forage shrub Forsythia ?

(click this link for a clue, see the ‘Food for Foragers’ feature)
13.What is the specific gravity of honey?
14.What is the correct epithet for the Italian honey bee ?
15.What is the colour of ivy pollen ?
16.What is the function of the proboscis of the honey bee ?
17.Where is the HQ of the National Bee Unit ?
18.What would be considered to be the normal flying range of the

European honey bee ?
19.Do drones fly with a swarm ?
20.Who wrote ‘La vie est une fleur. L'amour en est le meil.’ ?

Answers on page 10 adapted from Somerton BKA

Photographs source  (bee on Holly) Somerton BKA

Christmas Bee on
Holly Bush

Christmas Bee on
Holly Bush

Lots more information on the Members Website

Please remember with the new format of
 and its integration with the Members

Website we now only feature key event
articles in .

However, lots more information about
Reigate Beekeepers activities, plus the
events of other organisations, including

training courses and exam information, and
event reports are posted on the website.

The website information also includes a
comprehensive calendar of ‘diary dates’.

Click the links for more events information

Plan to shake off the winter blues next year by keeping the
Saturday lunch times reserved during February to be able to

attend the Annual Spring Lunch on one of them! The actual date
and likely new venue are still being finalised, as is the menu.

Announcements of these, and full booking details will soon on the
Members website ... and in the January

http://rbkbblog.com
http://rbkbblog.com
http://rbkbblog.com
http://reigatebeekeepers.org.uk/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/future-events/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/courses-exams/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/event-reports/
http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/future-events/
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My Side of the Fence - The Natural History of a Surrey Garden by Jeremy Early

  Library News

reviewed by Richard Woodhouse.

Some members may recall this superb colour
photo of a honey bee by Jeremy Early,
displayed on the Tasting stall at our Honey
Show. It shows a
honey bee worker in
flight carrying on its
hind legs the brilliant
orange of collected
crocus pollen.

This is one of many
superb colour images of bees in this book,
written and published by Jeremy.

Just two black and white photos taken by
Jeremy's parents, show views of the garden
(that borders the southern edge of Reigate
Priory Park) in its overgrown state in 1964. All
the other colour photos clearly show the wealth
of plant and animal life attracted since the Early
family came to live there.

The range of plants and animals recorded in
this garden over this long period of nearly 50
years is astounding. All are systematically
listed, with the majority also well described,
and beautifully illustrated. The opening section
headed ‘Habitats’ clearly describes the various
plants and structures, and weather conditions,
which have occurred in this garden, with 88
plant species recorded and 40 photos showing
various insects attracted to them. Many (16 by
my count) are of bees, but none of honey bees.

The rest of the book consists of separate
chapters on each form of animal life recorded,
e.g., Mammals, Birds, The Pond, including
chapters dedicated to Butterflies, Moths, Bees,
Wasps, Flies, Beetles, and even spiders and
slugs in ‘Other Invertebrates’. The book then
concludes with a full bibliography, and index.

Most beekeepers will doubtless turn first to the
section on Bees, which begins enticingly, ‘Bees
are not only beautiful…’, and then continues,
‘…they are also essential and one of the best
indicators of how successful a wildlife-friendly
gardener is.’ This section comprises 25 pages,
beautifully illustrated with some 60 colour
photos, including two of honey bees.

The last detail proves the point made in the text
that many more species of bee exist in Britain
than is generally realised. As the author points
out, the large social bees, the ones best known
to us, only represent just over 10% of our total
bee fauna. This consists of some 250 species,
some as small as 5 mm in length, of which 222
have been found in Surrey !

The end of this section lists a total of 82 bee
species recorded; 12 social (incl. honey bees),
52 solitary, and 18 cuckoo bees. This
abundance of recordings proves the success of
Jeremy (and his parents) in making this a
wildlife-friendly garden. It is also due to the
many insect boxes, often called ‘bee and wasp
hotels’ placed in the garden. These consist
mainly of drilled logs, dead wood, canes, tubes,
and reeds etc.

The rest of the book is equally
impressive and instructive.
Few books focus on individual
gardens like this, or have such
detailed observations of
wildlife so well described and
illustrated.
A copy, donated by Jeremy, is
to be added to our Library
‘Bookshelf’.

If you are at all interested in nature, or want
to learn how to attract wildlife into your garden,
this book is a must.

Richard Woodhouse
ISBN 978-0-9530098-1-7. Foreword by Professor David
Bellamy. Published July 2013.  256 pages.  Hardback.
Over 500 colour photos of 360 species. Price £20 from
Jeremy Early at 30 Park Lane East, Reigate, Surrey RH2
8HN, plus £6 postage and packing. Please e-mail with
your details and any queries. Cheques or postal orders
should be made payable to Jeremy Early and sent to the
address above. Payment may also be effected by card
through PayPal. For every sale, £1 will be donated by the
author to Surrey Wildlife Trust.

For further information…
  email: book@natureconservationimaging.com
or visit: www.natureconservationimaging.com

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

mailto:book@natureconservationimaging.com
mailto:book@natureconservationimaging.com
www.natureconservationimaging.com
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/08/27/october-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/
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VALERIE HILDA TROKE

5th  February 1946 –
29th October 2013

Such a short time to have
known such a lovely lady.
Her inspiration for life that

can be transferred to others
to carry on and face life,
whatever it throws at us.

You will be greatly missed.

(tribute by Sheila and Cyril Mighall)

Val was a keen gardener, great wife, mother and Grandmother.  Although Val’s and husband
Dave’s, presence at the apiary only spanned three seasons, she displayed a passion for
bee-keeping and her happy jovial nature was very popular with everyone.
Instead of flowers at the funeral service, held on the 14th November, mourners had been
asked that donations be given to Reigate Beekeepers, and Val’s husband and family have
also very kindly allowed us to use Val’s distinctive floral tribute (above) in a competition to
raise money for the club; for both of which we owe them a great vote of thanks.

Pauline and Robin Sparkes

How Many Flowers?
The competition mentioned above is to
guess, from the photograph of the Bee

Floral Tribute,
how many flowers there are in the making

of the bees body and head.
The provider of the closest guess will win 2

bottles of wine.
At £1 per guess, you can enter as

many times as you like, with all
proceeds going to Reigate Beekeepers.

A single winner will be drawn from
multiple entries in the event of the

same closest number being guessed.
The competition will run until the
New Year and  the winner will be

announced on Wednesday 8th January
at the 1st Winter meeting of 2014.

Download and print the form (click here) to
submit your entries and send with a cheque

(made out to Reigate Beekeepers) to:
Bee Tribute, 4 Chalmers Close,

Look … No Membership Card
This year, no 2013/2014 Reigate Beekeepers
Membership Cards will be issued, saving about
£100 in postage alone.
Previously, a folded A5 card would be  provided
with your Membership Details and served as a
Receipt for your fees paid.
Instead, receipts for your Membership Fees,
whether or not they involve BDI payments,
have been sent to you directly by BDI via email.
If you have not provided an email address, your
receipt will have gone to the Hon. Treasurer
who will post it on to you.
Information previously on the card can already
be found on the Members website.
Who’s Who provides names and contact
numbers of the Committee and Officers, Bee
Inspectors and SBKA Sec. As do
Membership>Fees, Equipment and the Diary
sections provide those details.
A summary of these details will be supplied to
those members to whom the Treasurer is
sending their receipt by post.

http://rbkbblog.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/floral-bee-entry-form.pdf
http://rbkbblog.com/membership/whos-who/
http://rbkbblog.com/membership/fees/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/quartermasters-news/
http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
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Questions & Answers

Please send your questions and queries to the editors and we will seek out
an answer or explanation to publish in a future issue.

Question - What use are drones ?
There is no denying that drones can still get a
bad press. They spend their time drinking
nectar, mating, and lazing around on flowers.
They do little around the hive; they help
themselves to nectar stores; they don’t do
much to help out with the brood; and they don’t
go out to forage !

Victorian moralists were eager to contrast the
drone lifestyle with that of the workers or the
queen and quick to make the point that without
industry and thrift there can be no redemption.

But that’s not the true story……….…….

Drones are larger than workers, but smaller
than queen bees. Their eyes are relatively
large, and they develop from unfertilised eggs.
It is easy to identify a drone by its size, body
shape, and the  large compound eyes that come
together at the top of the head.

Unlike queens and workers, the drone cannot
sting. And although the do not forage for food,
they may incubate the brood.

Interestingly, the drone has no father, but he
does have a grandfather! Being from an
unfertilised egg, he has only half the
chromosomes of a worker bee, however, the
queen came from a fertilized egg. This scenario
is referred to by biologists as
‘parthenogenesis’. A drone acquires no male
genes other than those supplied to his mother
by his grandfather when she was mated.

Each colony will produce several hundred
drones, you rarely find more  than a thousand.

Their main contribution to the colony is the act
of mating which occurs in flight, and accounts
for the need of the drones for better vision,
which is provided by their large eyes. During
the course of her nuptial flights the queen
honey bee may mate with around twenty
drones. The drone will die upon mating. This
happens because the drone’s reproductive
organs are torn away from its body, whilst the
queen flies off, with the drones genitalia
attached to her.

The mating sites, which are away from the
colony are called ‘congregation areas’, and are
specific locations, where drones wait for the
arrival of virgin queens to mate with. A
congregation area is typically 10-40 meters
above ground, and can have a diameter of
30-200 meters.

From the practical beekeeping perspective,
since drones are thought to pass on genes
which determine colony behaviour, in order to
develop colonies with the right attributes,
‘flooding’ the area with drones derived from a
colony exhibiting the desired characteristics
would pay dividends.

Drones may live for just a few short weeks, but
if they are lucky, they may live up to four
months. They are thrown out of their colonies
as Autumn advances, and the stores are
required for the queen and workers.

They have short lives, but they are there when
the colony needs them, to make the ultimate,
heroic sacrifice of mating, all in order to ensure
the continuity of the whole colony. They do a
great deal for the colony in a very short space
of time, and they sacrifice their lives to duty !!

The varroa mite also prefers to lay in drone
brood cells, because of their longer
development time, and consequently
beekeepers may encourage sacrificial drone
brood as part of their pest management.
Another unwilling sacrifice by the drones in the
interests of the colony.

The word 'drone' comes from the Old English
words 'dran or dræn' literally meaning 'male
honey bee'.

Image source www.beesource.com
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1. Basic Beekeeping / Equipment / Honey Extraction / Swarm Collection / Hive Products / Q&A’s
2. Mistletoe, in early February, and Ivy through October / November
3. 12, two on each foot - they are the claws
4. 20%
5. 4
6. The Education Space Project
7. Usually a deep reddish colour, similar to Port wine
8. Dorsal (top) segments of the thorax and abdomen.
9. 1917 by Miss M. Whyte-Johnstone – quite a character by all accounts!
10. 1874
11. 8°C
12. March / April
13. 1.4
14. Apis mellifera ligustica
15. Yellow (ish)
16. Imagine it as a drinking straw
17. Sand Hutton, Yorkshire
18. About 1.5 miles
19. A few. Have a look next time you see a swarm
20. Victor Hugo. Life is the flower for which love is the honey.

Christmas Bee Quiz - Answers

 Apiary News

Unfortunately, we didn’t win any
of the prizes in this year’s
contest, promoted by the Surrey
Mirror and the Dorking &
Leatherhead Advertiser, that was
announced in the October .

Although the entrants and prizes
were divided into categories, the public only
got one vote each week. Consequently, we
weren’t just up against the other
environmental projects but all of the entrants.
I had hoped that we would win one of the
judges’ discretionary prizes, but alas no.

I would like to thank everybody who voted
for us and everyone who promoted our
project at our Honey Show and elsewhere.

Celia Perry and I are actively fundraising for
the Education Space Project. We already
have a number of grant applications submitted
and many more to complete. But we cannot
possibly do it all ourselves and need members
to get involved please.

We are looking into using one of the
crowdfunding websites. Crowdfunding is the
modern version of an ancient idea; namely
financing the publication of books by selling
subscriptions.

Nowadays of course it’s all done online, but is
still a way of dividing the cost of a project
amongst a large group of people.

We will have an appeal for the project either as
a whole, or in bits, but we also need to provide
some rewards. These can be anything and we
look to members to offer their skills and
services.
Do you have a skill that you can offer ? It
doesn’t have to be bee related. We would like
to see a large number of events that we can
sell. We will support you. All ideas welcome.
Some suggestions: candle making class; an
afternoon of gardening; or garden paths jet
washed.

There are almost a 1,000 crowdfunding
websites to choose from and we haven’t yet
selected the one we’ll go with. However, to  get
an idea of what we’re planning, you may like
to take a look at: www.crowdfunder.co.uk. We
will also need the help a member with video
production skills to produce a short
promotional clip about the project.

If you have a skill, or some useful fundraising
ideas, do please contact Celia and myself.
We have this special fundraising email
address: RBKA@outlook.com

Andrew Cornwall

Heart of the Community Awards and Other Fundraising  by Andrew Cornwall

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

http://www.crowdfunder.co.uk
mailto:RBKA@outlook.com
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/08/27/october-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/
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 Horticultural News

Welcome to the first of a new series of articles
about beekeeping related horticultural topics.

We hope to provide information about suitable
forage for our bees, including planting advice.
And we want to make all the planting
recommendations very relevant to our locality
of South East Surrey and the bordering counties.

We also want to use the information as a further
way to help publicise Reigate Beekeepers –
including updating the ‘Food for Foragers’
posters that were produced for our very
successful Honey Show.

This is where the green fingered beekeepers
amongst you (or your possibly greener fingered
partners), can help. Please send us your
suggested Shrubs, Climbers, Perennials,
Annuals and Bulbs via our easy to use
Reply/Contact form. click here

Your suggestions can be based upon your own
local and practical experience, or simply your
preferefences for local use, drawn from the
BBKA’s and RHS’s recommended lists.
We will feature these plants in , and your
suggestions will help us create a short list of
plants from which a new version of the posters
will be designed, printed … and laminated for
posterity.

Food for Foragers Posters

Although originally created for one-off use at
the Honey Show in October, where they were
very well received, we believe they offer
potential benefits. They have also been on
display at last months ‘National’, and can now
be viewed on our Public website, where they
will hopefully continue to also provide guidance
to non-beekeepers keen to be doing the ‘right
thing’ for our bees.

When originally compiling the posters, the
BBKA document: ‘Pollen & Nectar Rich Plants
for your Garden by Season’ was used as a
reference. However, it was noticed that quite
apart from the BBKA list being difficult to follow,
there were some duplications of entries,
irregularities in the naming conventions and
being a ‘UK’ list, no regard is given to soil type
or regional suitability and relevance.

So the information requires improvement and
a greater local area focus. It must also be
confessed that some of the plants selected for
inclusion on the posters might have also been
more influenced by their colourful imagery!

Reigate Beekeepers would like to make the
posters a resource for use at fairs and fetes
and other future shows, for which they do need
to be more durable. So the plan is to refine the
content and in the process of having them
re-printed, to also get them laminated.
Your suggestions, recommendations, and
advice are important – not only to help produce
a stunning set of posters that promote Reigate
Beekeepers, but also to guide the new
‘Horticultural News’ in  which we hope
will be a stimulating feature.

Use the Reply/Contact form to send us your
guiding idea, click here or ...

What to Suggest to Plant ?

please send us your views
Click to comment on this item…

Have you visited the Reigate Beekeepers’ Knowledge Base ?  Over
30 Beekeeping topics explained and illustrated in bite sized articles, including

links to NBU Best Practice Guides; nearly 20 tips about buying or making
Equipment; plus guidance on preparing and using a Swarm Box…. and more
beekeeping information being regularly added. All just one click away.

http://rbkbblog.com/knowledge-base/index/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/11/23/what-to-suggest-to-plant/
http://wp.me/p2VGpI-2Hy
http://www.bbka.org.uk/files/library/pollen_&_nectar_rich_plants_for_your_garden_by_season_june_2011_for_website_1310045511.pdf
http://www.bbka.org.uk/files/library/pollen_&_nectar_rich_plants_for_your_garden_by_season_june_2011_for_website_1310045511.pdf
http://www.bbka.org.uk/files/library/pollen_&_nectar_rich_plants_for_your_garden_by_season_june_2011_for_website_1310045511.pdf
http://www.rhs.org.uk/Gardening/Sustainable-gardening/Plants-for-pollinators
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/11/23/what-to-suggest-to-plant/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/08/27/october-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/knowledge-base/index/
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 About those Other Bees an occasional feature looking at the honey bees’ cousins

Ivy Bees by Richard Woodhouse
Have you heard of – or more importantly ever
seen – any ‘Ivy Bees’ (Colletes Hederae), also
known as ‘Late Ground Nesting Bees’ ?

I had never seen any, but I heard of them for
the first time last October, when I had a call
from a friend of my son, Bob, from Hampshire.
Bob reported that he and his family had just
moved there into a rented house to find a
‘swarm’ of ‘honey bees’ nesting on a bank in
the lawn.  What did I advise?  Were his children
safe ?

I replied that these insects were probably
harmless if unprovoked, but we must first
identify the species.  I doubted whether they
were bees at all, because it was too late for a
swarm, and in any case honey bees never nest
in the ground.  Moreover, it was too late in the
year for any of the usual ground-nesting forms
of bee, about which we often get ‘swarm’ calls
earlier in the year, typically in April and May.

So, were these wasps (who can nest in the
ground, and often graze the ground in search
of insects and rotting fruit at this time of year)?
No, Bob replied indignantly, these were
definitely bees, and he certainly knew the
difference between wasps and bees !

I promised to report back to Bob after referring
to my local entomologist adviser, Jeremy Early.

Having established that this lawn was on sandy
soil, Jeremy immediately answered – yes, I was
right they were not honey bees, but Bob was
also right in saying that they were bees, not
wasps.  They could only be ivy bees, which
Jeremy knew well as visitors at this time of year
to his own garden in Park Lane East, Reigate,
coming from a nearby nest site in a disused
sand pit.

For further information he referred me to the
web pages: click (1) , Click (2) and click (3)

I passed all this on to Bob – who has just
phoned me again this year, with photos to say,
they have been back on his bank for some three
weeks now.  And Jeremy tells me they have
been around in his garden since August.
Apparently they lay up in one year, and pupate
at some stage the next year.

Ivy Bees in a Mating Cluster
So if you know of a south-facing bank of sandy
soil, now is the time of year to look out for nests
of this species.  Or you may see them now
feeding on ivy flowers, together with wasps,
honey bees, and hover flies…!

Post script - I recently met Jeremy Early, who
took me to see the disused sand pit in Reigate,
where we saw several active nests of these
bees.  Jeremy reckons there are about 300 of
them there now.  While out with Jeremy I also
saw some of these bees feeding on ivy nearby.

On relaying this to Vince Gallo, he said he too
has recently seen these bees, nesting en masse
in sandbanks at Banstead Shooting Club !

Photographs source  Richard Woodhouse & Jeremy Early (bee on Ivy)

http://www.bwars.com/index.php?q=content/colletes-hederae-faqs
http://www.bwars.com/index.php?q=content/colletes-hederae-mapping-project
http://urbanpollinators.blogspot.co.uk/.
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DIY Suggestion
Making your own is

fun and saves money

  DIY Suggestions & Tips

Matchsticks under the crown board ?

The topic of hive ventilation, particularly in
Winter, is one that generates a number of
different opinions.

These varied opinions include practices such as
tipping the hive to allow any condensation to
drain away; inserting purpose made ventilation
boards at the top of your hive; or inserting
something such as matchsticks beneath your
crown board to allow an air flow.

Some sources, such as Dave Cushman
advocate the use of insulation to create a ‘warm
roof’ and state ‘I have been using solid,
insulated roofs for 19 or 20 years now. I have
used them with solid floors, mesh floors, small
entrances, large entrances, in damp wooded
areas and on a city rooftop 130 feet up... I have
not seen any condensation during this time.’

And many beekeepers believe that the use of
open mesh floors encourages sufficient air flow
to reduce the need for ‘openings’ in the roof of
the hive; and that it is better not to do this so
that precious heat is not lost through this
ventilation.

However, if you still prefer to use the approach
of lifting the crown board slightly, here is a
simple and more durable alternative to the
‘matchsticks’.

Make some ‘U’ shaped clips from coat-hanger
wire which is the same thickness as the match
sticks, (circled on the first photo), with a pair
of pliers.

The shape of the clips are made to the same
width as the wall of the super box, so they can
permanently stay in place.

This will create a gap between the top rim of
the super box and the crown broad, allowing
the air to escape on the side rather than
through the two feeding holes in the centre of
the crown board, which should be blocked off
during the Winter.

These clips are so easy to make and cost
nothing, why not have a go.

based on an idea and photos from Dennis Chow

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

Photographs source Dennis Chow

If you have not yet renewed your Membership for 2013-14 and have not yet replied
to Mike Hill’s direct reminder to do so, your subscription to the BeeCraft monthly

journal has now already been cancelled for next year. Should you subsequently
renew your membership, you may miss editions whilst your subscription is re-instated.

http://rbkbblog.com/2013/08/27/october-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/membership/whos-who/contact-mike-hill-membership-sec-committee-member/
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 Members Website

Visit the Reigate Members website for all the very latest information about Reigate
Beekeeper’s activities, and for further information about the articles and features mentioned
in , plus beekeeping advice and articles of interest.

Including Apiary News, Events News, Swarm Stories,
Library News, Who to Contact; plus External Notices,
and ‘This Month in the Apiary’, including Tips Checklist
and topical monthly Advice. Click Members Website

 New Beekeeping Experiences
       An Ode of a Novice Beekeeper by Maggie Bourne

 I joined Reigate Beekeepers
Because I wanted to keep bees

I went to Henfold Apiary
and said 'can you help me please'

Michael took my application
I'm off to a buzzing start

Colin showed me round the hives
Now I can't wait to take part.

I put my hive together
I thought I'd done it right

But the bees kept going in the back
I hadn't put the floor in tight.

I had a chat with Maggie
She has a hive like mine

Lots of help and good ideas
Maggie said 'ask me any time'.

I take my grandson Matt with me
We met Mark and George his son

It's great to meet the others
and the boys have so much fun.

Andrew tells us where to park
and keeps an eye on Matt

Juice and biscuits from Aunty Coral
Henfold Apiary is where it's at!!

Vince and Eva are our mentors
They help in any way they can

Eva quiet and reassuring
Matt thinks Vince is Super Man!

Paul – gives us all direction
Richard – quartermaster is his job

Another Richard – in charge of swarms
A problem – go find Bob.

So if you want to be a beekeeper
And need a helping hand
Come to Henfold Apiary

The people there are GRAND.

Click this link to visit a web source of stunning
bee photographs. They are photos of native
bees and wasps taken at the U.S. Geological
Survey Bee Inventory and Monitoring Lab and
are used for scientific purposes, but they are
created with an eye for artistry.

The photos are of bee specimens, as well as
the plants and insects with which the bees
interact. Their photographic techniques, based
on those developed by the Army's Institute of
Public Health, require a camera with a large

sensor area and a macro lens. They take
multiple shots and stitch them together to
make one photograph that’s entirely in focus.

Stunning Photographs of Bees

Please Leave a Comment
Click to comment on this item…

Photograph source Sam Droege www.flickr.com

http://rbkbblog.com
http://www.flickr.com/photos/usgsbiml/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/08/27/october-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/
http://rbkbblog.com/2013/10/25/december-2013-beenews-comment/

